January 18, 2014

Peach Starts Services on Osaka (Kansai) - Kaohsiung Route
Further Expanding the Route Connecting Japan and Taiwan!
・Services to start with 7 flights a week (operating every day)
・Peach’s 6th international route
・Peach’s 3rd Taiwan route, following routes between Osaka (Kansai)
and Taipei (Taoyuan), Okinawa (Naha) and Taipei (Taoyuan)
・The only Japanese airline connecting Kansai and Kaohsiung
Peach Aviation Limited (Peach; Representative Director & CEO: Shinichi Inoue, Head office:
Izumisano-shi, Osaka), announced today that it had started services on its Osaka (Kansai) - Kaohsiung
route.
The Osaka (Kansai) - Kaohsiung route will be Peach’s third Taiwan route following routes between
Osaka (Kansai) and Taipei (Taoyuan) and Okinawa (Naha) and Taipei (Taoyuan). The opening of the
Osaka (Kansai) - Kaohsiung route will become the 6th international route for Peach.
Peach’s Taiwan routes have been extremely popular since the start of their services, and a particular
characteristic is that they are used by not only its Japanese customers but also many customers in
Taiwan. With the newly opened route between Osaka (Kansai) and Kaohsiung, Peach will become the
only Japanese airline that connects Kansai and Kaohsiung, and it will meet the vigorous demand for air
transportation between Japan and Taiwan.
Peach Representative Director & CEO Shinichi Inoue provided the following comment on the opening of
the route today, “I am truly pleased that Peach has been able to start services on its route to Kaohsiung
as its third Taiwan route. Exchange between Japan and Taiwan has been becoming active in recent
years, and I hope that Peach’s new route will help to further invigorate this exchange.”

Welcom ceremony held at Kaohsiung International Airport

<Flight schedule> Period: 7 flights a week (operating every day) from January 18 through March 29
Flight no.

Departing
Osaka (Kansai)

Arriving
Kaohsiung

Flight no.

Departing
Kaohsiung

Arriving Osaka
(Kansai)

MM35

11:50

14:20

MM36

14:55

18:35

<Fare>7,980 yen to 32,380 yen (Happy Peach/one-way)
Tickets are subject to the following conditions:
・ In addition to the above-mentioned fares, additional fees, such as a commission and airport tax, will be charged.
・ Checked baggage and seat selections are available for an additional charge.
・ Purchases made through the Peach contact center or airport ticket counter will be subject to a booking fee.
・ A limited number of seats are available, and sales will end as soon as the tickets are sold out.
・ Some flights will not have campaign fare seats.
・ Ticket prices and conditions may change at any time without notice.
・ These plans are subject to approval by the relevant authorities.

Website：www.flypeach.com
Facebook page：www.facebook.com/peach.aviation.global
YouTube official channel：www.youtube.com/user/PeachAviation

